Print this out and bring it with you
You may be handed a customs form by the flight attendant when you are on route to Haiti. Other times, they may hand
that form to you after getting off the plane, and walk around the corner to the customs and immigration counter. Please
see the forms below. On the green form it will ask for the address you are staying at in Haiti. Here you will fill in: Hotel
Ibolele in the city of Petionville. You do not need to fill in the street, just put the hotel name on that top line. Put your
passport number, flight number and signature onto the form. The customs form is attached and is self-explanatory.
After you exit the plane you will see a gentleman holding the Haiti180 sign, this is a worker for McHenry, your helicopter
pilot. Follow the crowd of people and him down the hall and past the musicians (hopefully they will be playing upon your
arrival to welcome you into Haiti).
When you arrive at the immigration and customs counter, you will be given the 2 forms if they haven’t already handed
them out on the plane. This is where you will need to pay the immigration agent 10.00 cash per missionary to enter
the country of Haiti for which you will be handed a white receipt for paying. ***Please hold onto this as you may or may
not need to show it to an agent when departing. The group will proceed around the corner and into the customs line
where you will hand the agent your passport and green form. It will be reviewed and the agent will tear off the small
bottom square of your green immigration card and place it back into your passport. Please don’t lose this green card as
you will need to have it handy when you are departing Haiti at the end of the week!
The group will all continue walking around the corner to the right and then downstairs via escalator. The baggage claim
and a bathroom are located down here. Here McHenry’s co-worker will make sure everyone is together and after using
the bathroom, you will all exit through a side door together (not the exit for the general public) as this will lead you to a
shuttle used to transport the group to another part of the airport where you will board the helicopter.
*All of your bags are required to go through another check again prior to boarding the helicopter, just fyi.
*Please use the bathroom in the airport.
*The flight is about 25-30 minutes from the airport to the pick up area from our drivers.
Your very short drive to the mission will now only be ½ hour at the most through the villages to ours
*Joe or Manno will be the driver picking you up from the helicopter.
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